
Coffee?
Yes, please!

Extra hot cappuccino 
with one! Decaf soy 
latte! Are the attributes 
you show as a runner 
reflected in your brew 
of choice? Our full 
cream latte reporter 
investigates.
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W
hen you hit 
your local café 
after a weekend 
run, have you 
ever stopped to 
think “why do I 
order the same 

coffee every time?” Perhaps it’s because 
you like the barista looking up to see you 
standing there, glowing after another solid 
workout, and asking – almost announcing 
– “Good run? Just the usual?”

The usual for me is a regular, full cream 
(not fat) latte, no sugar. It’s the most 
common coffee order, according to my 
local barista Chris Gooden, a flat white 
drinking stair runner. That’s not to say I 
haven’t flirted with others – the topping 
on a cappuccino can satisfy my craving for 
a chocolate fix, and I’ve even attempted 
the hipster ristretto, but I never really 
understood how two half shots differed 
from one normal shot in a standard latte. 
Perhaps it’s a generation thing?!

In the end, I always default back to 
my regular latte, from the same coffee 
shop, usually consumed at the same time 
every week – after a 5K run on a Saturday 
morning. If you’re starting to see a pattern 
here, I was a little perplexed to realise I was 
too. In fact, who am I kidding? As I was 
standing there with my running buddies 
waiting for our take-aways, I started doing 
some serious soul searching. “I think 
I’ve hit middle-life!” I gasped. My week is 
predictable, following the same routine of 
work, family and exercise habits. And you 
won’t be surprised to know I run the same 
three routes around my suburb at virtually 
the same pace – 5:30 m/pk. 

I wonder if it’s time to start drinking 
macchiatos?

I suddenly feel the urge to ask Chris, the 
co-owner, of Melbourne’s trendy inner-
west café, Seddon Deadly Sins, about the 
idiosyncrasies of his most eccentric coffee 
order. Perhaps if I drink a more daring (if 
not trendy) coffee type, I’ll be toeing the 
start line of the latest off-road obstacle race 
in no time. “A weak, hot, skinny, decaf, 
latte,” he says. Hmmm, not quite the look I 
was going for.

Most runners who frequent Chris’ café 
order a skinny cappuccino or a mug of 
skinny latte, and prefer to sit in the ‘good 
room’ – that being upstairs on the antique 

velvet lounge. Perhaps symbolic of the 
supremacy they exude, at least over the 
seedy patrons downstairs drinking short 
blacks the morning after the night before. 
“But I don’t understand skinny milk 
drinkers who have a large cup and two 
sugars,” says Chris. “The sugar or artificial 
sweetener has got to be worse for you than 
the extra two per cent fat in the milk.” In 
fact, if you’re running to lose weight, a 
long black should be your order of choice. 
It stores just seven kilojoules versus 180 
in a skinny latte, according to nutrition 
database FoodWorks.

So, why do runners order particular 
coffees? Maybe our ‘usual’ is an insight 
into our personality. Exercise and health 
psychologist Erika Borkoles, a home 
Nespresso drinking treadmill runner,  
says researchers have dismissed 
personality as a predictor of sport 
performance and participation. But 
personal attributes such as mental 
toughness, self-regulation and emotional 
intelligence have been linked to success 
on the track, adds the Victoria University 
lecturer. That gets me thinking, are the 
attributes you show as a runner reflected 
in your brew of choice? My investigations 
can reveal...
Consistent performer  Latte 
A no fuss creature of habit who logs the 
majority of their Ks on the weekend. A 
social runner aware of recovery needs,  
after all a regular latte packs four grams  
of protein. 
oLd-sChooLer  Cappuccino 
This runner has been around the block – so 
to speak – quite a few times! They don’t need 
a training program because they’ve done it 
all before, successfully. PBs might stem from 
the ’90s, but they were impressive then, and 
still are.
high aChiever  macchiato 
An intelligent runner, who trains long and 
strong, but factors in a little active recovery 
for good measure. Sets goals and backs their 
ability. May even use the caffeine hit to 
power through a tempo run.
Weight WatCher  Long black 
A kilojoule counter, who is familiar with 
the ‘no pain, no gain’ motto. A patient 
runner who likes to take their time – it’s 
all about enjoying the experience. Possible 
lactose intolerance, but that doesn’t hold 
them back at training.

ULtra rUnner  espresso 
Two words: hard-core. A trail runner, who 
trains tirelessly and probably has short 
black toenails to match their coffee order! 
Weekly kilometre log on Strava is usually 
north of 60. 
YoUng gUn  ristretto 
An enthusiastic runner, who only trains 
to music – most likely a Ministry of Sound 
mash-up. Loves running, but a jam-packed 
calendar of work responsibilities and social 
engagements can often get in the way.
pram pUsher  decaf 
Their body is their temple and running 
is for wellness. Whether pregnant or 
with child in tow, this runner knows the 
benefits of exercise and doesn’t care about 
being judged by others who might be fitter 
or faster. 
readY raCer  instant 
After a quick result this efficient runner 
never procrastinates and trains in all 
weather conditions. Despises nothing more 
than waiting for a port-a-loo pre-race or 
young runners who are more concerned 
with how they look than how they run.
Cross trainer  Chai latte 
A spirited runner, who isn’t phased about 
crossing finish lines. Has incredible core 
strength thanks to midweek yoga and 
Pilates fusion classes and stays calm if 
injury or illness strikes. 
stair rUnner  flat white 
A dark horse with a big tank, this runner 
scopes out the competition and goes after 
them. Attracted to physical challenges like 
stair reps or elevations that most people 
would barely walk, let alone run. May also 
own a road bike. 
traCk star  piccolo 
Typically with an athletics background, 
this runner never shies away from 1K reps 
or fartlek training. Amateur racer who is, 
or was, considered sub-elite. Minimal body 
hair and looks good in lycra. 
treadmiLL rUnner  nespresso 
Whether it be at home or at the gym, this 
runner is super fit, but time poor and 
therefore logs most mileage on the ’mill. 
Running is packaged into their day and 
often performed while multitasking. 

And what about addiction – to 
both running and caffeine? Does our 
behavioural addiction to this great 
exercise pastime mean we are more prone 
to having a substance addiction to say, 
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caffeine? No, says Borkoles clarifying: 
“Exercise addiction only exists in one 
per cent of the population and you are 
more likely to see it in people with other 
mental health issues.” Being addicted, 
she adds, means we would suffer very 
serious physical and psychological 
consequences if we withdrew from 
exercise for 24 or 36 hours. 

There is, however, such a term as 
‘caffeinism’. Director of Nutrition 
Strategies Stephanie Gaskell, an espresso 
drinking ultra marathoner, says having 
500 to 600 milligrams of caffeine a day 
– around five espressos – can cause the 
syndrome. Symptoms include muscle 
tremors, headaches, cardiovascular 
risks and gastrointestinal upsets. “It is 
estimated that Australians consume 
on average 250 to 300 milligrams a 
day – three short blacks or five cups 
of instant coffee,” says the accredited 
sports dietitian. So, even if I have two 
regular lattes after training this Saturday 
morning, I’m not likely to lose control of 
my substance habit any time soon.

The ergogenic 
effects of caffeine  
on running 
performance*   
l Caffeine does boost exercise capacity 
and performance. 
l Research shows it reduces the neural 
perception of effort and fatigue, improving 
your reaction times, precision and motor 
coordination for longer. 
l Once ingested caffeine takes anywhere 
from 15 to 120 minutes to reach maximum 
levels in your blood.
l The World Anti-Doping Authority does 
not prohibit the use of caffeine in sport, 
but it is monitored for misuse. 
l Eighty-five per cent of competitors in 
the 2005 Hawaii Ironman reported using 
caffeine in competition.

A Good  
Roast
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